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ABSTRACT

Recent impacts from the Mountain Pine Beetle epidemic, the lack of available timber in areas of lower elevation, and the reduction in back-country timber has pushed forest operations into publicly significant and visible landscapes. When these become the stage for operations they can be a source of public backlash. These kinds of landscapes are carefully protected by governments, yet, this protection may reduce timber availability. We have developed a new GIS-based tool to aid planners in designing harvests in these areas. Our tool is applied to three case studies in British Columbia to showcase how it can reduce planning time, increase timber availability and limit the negative visible effects of operations.
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Introduction

Scenic beauty is an attribute of the natural world that has long been important to humans. It has inspired us to create great works of art; to paint, to write, to sing. It nurtures our mind and body. Recent research has even found that it may help us to fight off cancer (Li et al. 2007, Li et al. 2008a, Li et al. 2008b). This is merely an extension of what we have long known about the restorative and stress-reducing nature of beautiful landscapes (Ulrich 1986, Parsons 1991, Kaplan 1995, Frumkin 2001, Parsons and Daniel 2002) and it is likely that there are undiscovered health benefits associated with exposure to natural scenic beauty. In the light of studies that have documented the link between exposure to nature and stress reduction as well as stress inoculation (Ulrich 1986, Ulrich et al. 1991), it seems that by increasing the amount of natural scenic beauty in and around places we live and explore might reduce stress and associated complications. This is an important consideration when an estimated 20% of Canadian workers experience a stress-related illness every year (Statistics Canada 2003) and that stress-related absences are estimated to cost employers about CAD $3.5 billion each year (Duxbury and Higgins 2001).

The protection of the scenic beauty of forested landscapes has long been a concern of foresters and is increasingly important as people interface more and more with forests in their daily lives. This is especially true in areas close to...
human settlements. In North America there is an increasing trend of wildland urban interface/intermix style development (Radeloff et al. 2005). This continues to put pressure on areas that were once remote and infrequently visited, to comply with a high degree of visual protection. In addition to settlement pressures, recreational use of forested lands also creates a higher demand for landscapes that possess high levels of scenic beauty. In areas where forestry has traditionally been the mainstay of local economies, this can cause conflicts to arise. Since the time of Gifford Pinchot, it has been commonplace for foresters to manage for multiple uses, and while this conflict between timber production and alternate uses of the forest is not new, the expectations seem to always creep higher as our technology allows for higher productivity along multiple management variables simultaneously (e.g., increasing timber volumes while achieving higher standards of visual protection).

Given the vast rugged landscapes of steep topography and immense forests in British Columbia (BC), Visual Resource Management (VRM) has a long tradition in the Province. In BC, the Ministry of Forests has identified particularly aesthetic areas in the province as “visually sensitive areas”. They are designated in order to provide some level of visual protection against human-induced disturbances. The BC Ministry of Forests outlines how forestry companies can manage these sensitive areas (BC Ministry of Forests 2001b, Marc 2008), and requires that modifications from forest activities be limited to achieve specific visual quality objectives set by the Ministry (BC Ministry of Forests 2004).

A major part of this management deals with visual quality assessments, completed for the Ministry to ensure that the integrity of scenic areas is being upheld. The BC Ministry of Forests has established a process for ensuring that visually sensitive areas are maintained throughout the province. This process as applied to project plans consists of six phases:

1. Visual Landscape Inventory (VLI)
   a. To delineate Visually Sensitive Areas (VSA)
   b. Further delineation of visually sensitive areas into visual sensitivity units (VSUs)
2. Recommend Visual Quality Classes
3. Approved Visual Quality Objectives (VQO)
4. Visual simulations and design solutions
5. Achieved visual conditions
6. Program audits – monitoring/inspections of field activities

Each Visually Sensitive Unit (VSU) has an established Visual Quality Objective (VQO) which specifies the degree of visual impact on the landscape. The range of impact will fall between Preservation, which allows for very small impacts designed to be indistinguishable from existing landscape, and Maximum Modification, whereby the harvest is very apparent both in size and shape, e.g., block-like (BC Ministry of Forests 2004). The range from least to highest regulated impact is: Preservation, Retention, Partial Retention, Modification and Maximum Modification. A VQO is legally binding as a Government Actions Regulation in British Columbia; failure to meet these objectives may result in fines (BC Ministry of Forests 2004) so it is imperative that planning be done carefully. The BC Ministry of Forests has provided a number of guidelines, manuals and case studies intended to aid practitioners in developing harvest plans to meet the objectives.

(BC Ministry of Forests 1994a, 1994b, 1994c, 1994d, 1996, 1997a, 1997b, 2001a, 2001b; Marc 2008). Most recently, the Effectiveness Evaluation (Marc 2008) was produced to guide planners through the process by providing a structured method for understanding how evaluations of harvest designs should be carried out.

One of the key elements of harvest block design within a VSU is to minimize the visual impact, particularly as the regulated VQO nears Preservation. Typically this means reducing the amount of visible harvest from important viewing locations such as highway corridors, scenic stops, and recreational vistas. Often the first step in identifying locations for placing harvests is to use a viewshed analysis. Viewsheds are useful because they identify locations on the landscape that are visible or not. These provide an intuitive way to spatially identify if a harvest block will be visible, and how much of the block will be visible. Another advantage of these analyses is that they can be used in tandem with 2D planimetric maps, making it very easy to overlay the analysis with other data layers, such as road networks and forest cover. In some cases, viewsheds may provide ample information to best locate and effectively minimize the visual impact of the harvest blocks. However, in many cases, viewsheds alone are insufficient. For instance, consider a landscape where an individual looks out and sees a seamless landform with no hidden areas. The only potential to screen these areas are when trees in front of the harvest hinder detection of landscape change. Unless the harvest size is quite small or selective harvesting is used, it is highly likely that an individual would see evidence of harvesting.

Developing harvest designs under this circumstance requires careful and precise planning, where standard GIS tools may not be sufficient to support the creation of these more detailed designs. Thus, many forestry companies have turned to alternative methods for preparing harvest designs. One of the more popular methods uses 3D computer visualizations to simulate the proposed plans in order to assess the potential visual impacts. Often the technology employed is a computer graphics program called Visual Nature Studio® (VNS) or World Construction Set (VNS is the most recent version of the software). VNS has the capability to quickly generate near photo-realistic models of landscapes using detailed forest cover data.

As helpful as this software can be, the process of developing a plan and modeling it in 3D requires significant effort and resources. Besides the cost of the software, the program requires a certain degree of technical expertise to use. If a company is fortunate to have a planner who is skilled both in GIS and VNS, then the primary limitation is in the time it takes to develop and digitally render a harvest block. Otherwise companies may find that it takes two or more people and many hours to design a block, integrate it within the GIS and render the design.

In either case, in order to render the image in 3D, planners must first develop a 2D map of their plan in GIS. This spatial information is then passed to VNS and the post-harvest landscape is rendered. From this rendering, the design is evaluated against the VQO set for the area. Part of this process involves measuring the amount of space on the landform where the harvest block is visible. This requires the use of additional software to effectively calculate the number of pixels where modification is visible and divide that by the num-
number of pixels of the entire landform. This number represents the percent of visible alteration (PVA), a critical element of the Visual Impact Assessment process (see Marc 2008).

The primary cost of this process is in the number of times that a harvest block must be altered from its original design to comply with the established VQO. Each time an evaluation is carried out, the planner needs to improve its visual character by modifying the plan view boundary, updating the GIS to reflect these changes, and rendering a new visualization to determine if the desired degree of visual protection has now been achieved. This becomes an iterative process where employee time can become very expensive. Thus, anything that can be done to streamline this process and reduce the number of iterations would be helpful.

Theoretically, Visual Magnitude (VM) (Iverson 1985) provides a way to calculate the perspective visible alteration of a proposed harvest without any rendering in 3D. To do this, VM assesses the topographical terrain data from the viewer’s perspective by calculating distance, slope and direction of the view and topography (Chamberlain and Meitner 2013). VM is calculated based on a digital elevation model (DEM), so the resolution of the analysis is dependent upon the resolution of the DEM. The output provides an objective quantitative value for each cell of the DEM (represented as discrete units) that ranges from not visible (0%) to the only object that is visible (100%). If the cell were to have a value of 100%, it would mean that it is the only visible area and entirely occupies the viewer’s perspective. The output is a single grid raster that can be used to overlay with other map layers to quickly assess the amount of alteration that has occurred from an individual viewpoint. Details of the method, the calculation and extensive description can be found in Chamberlain and Meitner (2013). As a concept, VM has existed for some time in visual design. Travis et al. (1975) developed the computer program VIEWIT, which could calculate these values. Iverson (1985) documented VM more thoroughly, showing how these calculations could be produced as well as the rationality behind them. Many related methods have been produced since Iverson’s original work (Chamberlain and Meitner 2013). While modifications and improvements to the original method have been made, the fundamental emphasis of improving the binary viewshed has remained, but uptake by industry has been nearly nonexistent. This is due in part to modern GIS software packages used by industry that do not provide a push-button tool to calculate VM or visual exposure values. With this in mind, we created software that is capable of producing a VM analysis that can be easily incorporated into any current GIS software (Chamberlain and Meitner 2013) and with industry to present a proof-of-concept study.

This paper outlines three case studies in which our software was used in collaboration with West Fraser Mills Ltd. (West Fraser) in Tree Farm License (TFL) 52 located near Quesnel, BC. The first example outlines how VM was used to strategically place reserves to minimize visual impact of a block that was already approved. The second case study illustrates how VM was used to design a block from scratch. Lastly, we explain how VM was used to incorporate a sequence of multiple viewpoints along a popular canoe route into the planning process, expanding visual protection as these viewpoints were not a part of current visual protection in the area.

Case studies
Through the fall of 2011, the case studies were carried out by West Fraser to continue the research and development of the software in a real-world situation. The studies took place within Tree Farm License (TFL) 52, encompassing the Barkerville Highway, a historic corridor connecting Quesnel to Barkerville and on to Bowron Lake Provincial Park. Due to recent impacts from the Mountain Pine Beetle epidemic, the decreasing value of timber, the lack of available timber in areas of lower elevation, and the reduction in back-country timber, West Fraser’s operations had been pushed into higher elevation areas which included publicly significant and more visible landscapes, many of which fell under the protection of visually scenic areas. Within the region are many mountains, hills, steep valleys and lakes. Culturally, the corridor to the Provincial Park is host to small towns, historical sites and a ski resort.

West Fraser is actively harvesting within the corridor. As of summer 2012, nearly a dozen blocks had been harvested, totalling over 500 hectares. In the next few years, nine more blocks, totalling over 400 hectares, are due for harvesting.

The studies focused on developing analyses along the main highways, roads and significant viewpoints, and also included an analysis of a canoe route on Bowron Lake. The focus areas were in the mid-distance view (one to eight km within these areas). The studies were intended to validate our software: to see if our product could reduce the costs associated with VRM planning by streamlining the process of designing and rendering plans in 3D, and to free up valuable time which highly trained, specialized personnel spend on planning tasks.

Three examples are shown in order to demonstrate how the model was used and the benefits and insights created as a result of the process. The three areas are located in distinctively different places in the TFL. Fig. 1 shows the vicinity of the three locations where analyses have been created and the software applied.

**Example I: Highway 97 North (35U)**
In this example, the model was used to locate reserves (unharvested retention patches) within a block already slated for harvest. The reserves were required in order to maintain a certain amount of the original vegetation as Wildlife Tree Patches (WTP). Additional retention was also needed such that the block would meet the established VQO (partial retention). Though the reserves and retention are required for wildlife and visual purposes, their spatial location is not explicitly defined in law. Our analysis software can be used to identify areas to place the reserves to help minimize the visual impact. Fig. 2 is an overview of the example area showing a viewpoint that was used to conduct the visual assessment.

Large regions are shown where the darker shade represents a higher range of VM. The harvest block is outlined as a thin gray line. Within the block are polygon hashes showing the location of the reserve patches. Notice that many of the reserves lie near or over the areas of higher VM. Our software was able to efficiently produce the VM analysis that could be intuitively used to determine the particular locations within a block where clearcut land would be most exposed if it was visible from the viewpoint. This is an improvement over the typ-
ical viewshed used by forest planners (i.e., the standard binary output available from ESRI's ArcGIS®). This means that by screening areas of higher VM, West Fraser could reduce the percent of visible alteration with the same amount of retention. Though the design in 2D shows one large harvest with a few small WTPs, the perspective view looks substantially different. Fig. 3 shows the outcome of a 3D rendering of the harvest block (left) and the same harvest without the strategically placed reserves (right). In the figure, the areas designated “A” show pre-existing pine salvage from a wood-lot license, whereas “B” shows the region of the new harvest block. There are substantial visible differences between the harvest with
the strategically placed WTPs and with those reserves removed. While Fig. 2 shows that a large continuous portion of the landscape was harvested, the net effects of the well-placed WTPs limit the visual impacts by reducing the visible area in perspective view (as compared with the no WTP version) and creates visual breaks making the single block appear as small distributed harvests. Even with the sloping terrain, where much of the landform was harvested, the actual visual impact is quite mitigated as a result of strategic reserve placement.

Previous to the VM maps being produced, West Fraser had undertaken attempts to locate reserves within the designated block. During these efforts, the planner had developed three possible block designs, including varying the reserve locations. A few of the designs were rendered using VNS, but none achieved the desired outcome. After the VM maps were produced, the planner quickly identified the reserve locations, placing the blocks strategically over the higher VM areas within the block. A 3D rendering of this design was produced, and immediately the desired outcome was achieved, as shown in Fig. 3. The benefits of using VM in this example were significant. First, it reduced much of the guesswork and associated time. Second, it provided an increased level of confidence that what was seen in 2D would translate well in the 3D setting. Third, it increased the available timber by guiding the design of the reserve shape, requiring less timber to be reserved in order to meet the VQO.

Example II: Highway Corridor (586)
In Example II, planners were tasked with not only placing reserves, but defining the boundary of the harvest block. Fig. 4 shows the outcome of the design process with two blocks outlined in gray. Planners had to work within pre-established operational constraints, such as the road network shown as the dotted gray lines. Notice how the planner avoided areas of higher VM, except where the road crossed directly through these areas. The design was based around the VM analysis and reserves were added afterwards using a similar strategy as demonstrated in Example I. Although some difficult terrain conditions limited a fully VM-based design, the planner still benefited from using the analysis. In the case of Example II, no previous design had been developed, and the planner found that by employing the VM analysis, the first design accomplished the desired outcome. Again, the analysis saved time providing an increased harvest area by minimizing the reserve areas set aside to meet the VQO, while still working carefully within the requirements of the established VQO.

The differences between the well-planned and poorly planned designs are clearly obvious, particularly with the large exposed hillside (shown on the right side of the right figure). In this scenario, West Fraser found it was not only easier to locate the WTP, but the shape design itself was easier to create. As required by the established VQO (partial retention), the shape needed to appear more organic, irregular and natural. By following the topography of the VM analysis, these aspects of shape design were intuitively produced on the first attempt (Fig. 5, left). In addition, the planner also saved time ground-truthing the design. Ground-truthing is typically a time-intensive step in the design process requiring a site visit to explore the area to identify potential problems. By using a VM-based design to identify the location of WTP, planners were able to reduce the amount of time they spent on site because the designated WTP areas did not have to be explored. This provided more time to carefully consider the operational and design aspects in the visible areas which could be harvested.

Example III: Bowron Lake Canoe Route (686)
In Example III, West Fraser was interested in modeling the potential impacts of harvesting activities where VQOs were not established but may actually be visible from within the park. In this particular situation there were no pre-established viewpoints. In fact, identifying exact viewpoints would be difficult due to the fact that the views are often seen from along a canoe route whose location can vary substantially.
Here we used the opportunity to explore using the model to simulate the average VM from along a canoe route in the middle of the lake. This method moves away from emphasizing the significance of one (or few) viewpoint(s), toward the use of numerous viewpoints along a linear feature or route. The concept driving this approach is that certain kinds of experiences may not be accounted for or best represented by one or few viewpoints. This is particularly true in situations where no viewpoints or observation locations are well-defined (e.g., campsites or scenic pull-outs) or where the experience of a landscape is made through time (e.g., highway drive, canoeing, kayaking). Notice the analysis and route in Fig. 6.

In Fig. 6, one can see that a vast expanse of visible areas on the hillside consists of high average VM, and that these areas are spatially distributed over the entire landscape. This distribution is caused by the averaging of all VM results from sample views along the 50 km of the canoe route. With this analysis, planners can get a better idea of the potential and average effect of harvesting activities within a region based on the views from along the route. Though this may provide some
advantages, it is not meant to identify the worst possible impact which may be perceived from any single view. Rather, it is intended to simultaneously consider the average impact across all possible views.

For this particular scenario, West Fraser had already obtained permits to harvest near the designated blocks shown in Fig. 6. In these areas no existing VQO had been established, so previous to the VM analysis, the blocks were designed using objectives other than visual quality. When the VM analysis was later produced using the canoe route, some of the harvestable area was identified as being potentially visible. Upon further investigation using 3D techniques, the planners concurred that if the original harvest design was completed, the harvested area may be visible. Though no pre-existing VQO had been established for these areas, planners understood that the existing block design and subsequent harvest may impact the visual quality from Swan Lake within Bowron Lake Provincial Park. As a result, the proposed boundaries for blocks 2 and 3 were redesigned. For block 2, the boundaries were altered by splitting the block into two smaller units separated by an area of higher VM. In block 3, the size was reduced where it crossed an area of higher VM. Regarding block 1, no changes were made as the amount of potential visible area is low and of those visible, the VM is also low.

In order to validate the visual effects of the redesigned blocks, planners created several 3D renders from arbitrary sample viewpoints along the canoe route. Two examples of these renderings are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. The effects of the simulated harvest are identified using black arrows. Notice how the treeline causes a slight break on the horizon. Though this is visible in the image, the harvest itself is not easy to identify as it is being hidden by effective design and by forest cover in front of the block. The sharp edges could be reduced by adding a small amount of edge feathering. In either case, the visible effects are quite mitigated.

Example I and II showcased scenarios in which viewpoints and VQOs had already been established, yet in Example III neither had been developed. Using a hypothetical canoe route to produce the VM analysis, the planner was able to easily identify potential impacts which were previously not foreseen. Though a more simplified analysis could be performed using a standard viewshed model, VM provided more specific information regarding the relative VM throughout the entire landscape. In so doing, the analysis enabled the planner to mitigate impacts by reducing the harvest size in areas of higher VM. Furthermore, in using a linear route, rather than single-sample viewpoints, the analysis is more likely to reflect the viewers’ perspectives as they paddle through the lakes. Since it is likely the travelling viewers would remember, or be impressed by, a large dominant ridge that was visible for a good length of the trip, planners can use the average VM value to mitigate impacts to this ridge.

**Discussion and Conclusion**

Three major benefits were realised in this study. The first is a reduction in planning time. Planning in areas where a VQO exists often necessitates validation of block designs using 3D techniques. However, VM provided more direct information to the planner, enabling more efficient decision-making process.

Secondly, the VM analysis allowed for a more comprehensive understanding of the visual impacts throughout the entire landscape. This is particularly useful in complex topographies where visual impacts may not be immediately apparent from ground-level observations.

Finally, the linear route approach used in this study is more likely to reflect the viewers’ perspectives as they paddle through the lakes. This method is more realistic compared to traditional viewpoint-based methods, as it simulates the actual paddling experience, which is crucial for preserving the scenic quality of these areas.
simulations. VM can help planners speed the design process by allowing them to work in a 2D environment while showing how an observer might see the topography in 3D space. This allows the planner to not only easily identify visible areas, but also to identify specific places where operations may cause a higher degree of visual impact. With this information the planner will require fewer iterations of block design in order to create a design that fits the VQO requirements, thus reducing the number of 3D renders needed for each minor change in block design. Another way planning time is reduced is by the reduction in ground-truthing time. Before entering the field, planners knew they would not be harvesting in areas of higher VM, so they did not have to spend time walking these areas. This last aspect of planning could prove quite valuable to companies whose operations consist of large areas protected by a VQO. The advantages of reducing 3D rendering and block design time are useful, but reducing the time spent in the field could prove to be one of the most valuable aspects of this tool.

The second major benefit was the improvement of block design. The mathematics of VM is based on the topography of the landscape as seen from an observer (see Iverson 1985, Grét-Regamey et al. 2007). This delivers an output which contains a different set of contours than one would see using elevation contours. If the contours formed by VM are followed as a guide, they can help create more naturally appearing boundaries where hard edges are mitigated. This is clearly depicted in Example II. This method can also extend to WTP boundaries. In Example I, these contours were followed simply by placing reserves over the top of the areas of higher VM. In either case, by following the VM output, a more organic and naturally appearing harvest block will be designed.

The third major benefit was how the VM analysis affected the way route-based designs were created. In the past, routes were modeled using a set of pre-defined viewpoints. These viewpoints were meant to best represent the route and were usually identified as providing the greatest exposure to the harvest area from along the route. However, in cases where no viewpoints exist, our analysis can prove to be rather helpful. This is due to the fact that it provides an overview of the topography of the landscape as it may be seen throughout the route and also because, in some cases, visiting the route to identify the more representative viewpoints may be cost prohibitive. For instance, to collect this data for Example III, it would have required a planner to visit and revisit various places along the canoe route to determine the ideal sample viewpoints. This poses all sorts of challenges and difficulties.

In drafting an example route, or several example routes, VM can help to identify visible areas and also to determine the degree of visibility.

Working with West Fraser has provided a unique opportunity to bridge the gap between academic research and industry. We anticipate continuing to validate the software, to document best-practice methods, and to extend our outreach to other industry partners. With the experience gained from these cases, we plan to carry out additional studies in a greater variety of terrains, vegetation age classes and visual protection conditions and to continue to build a comprehensive guide to the practical application of VM to operational forest practices.

In the longer term, we envision using VM in a system that can interact with planners to aid in the optimization of block design. This will mean automating certain aspects of design and reserve placement (see Chamberlain and Meitner 2009) using various spatial and qualitative constraints which the planner directs. The intent for this system would be to help optimize the ratio of harvestable timber to visual impact, yet still be simple and intuitive enough for planners to use effectively. Ultimately, the broader anticipated outcome for future software development is to aid in the protection of the scenic beauty of our forests in order to provide the public with outstanding areas to enjoy and ultimately to support the health interests of the greater population. By creating a tool to assist planners in building better designs with less effort, we envisage a more natural and pleasing landscape which better balances industrial and social goals.

These case studies are the first actual applications of our methodology in the forest industry, and through these practical applications, we have demonstrated how Visual Magnitude can be used to guide the strategic placement of Wildlife Tree Patches and reserves (Examples I & II), improve the design of blocks such that they appear more organic and natural (Example II), and evaluate the potential visual impacts as seen from along an important scenic route (Example III). The goal of the partnership was two-fold: first, to continue devel-
oping the software and improve its relevancy to industry, and second, to evaluating its effectiveness at improving the planning process. We are confident that these goals have been accomplished and, with lessons learned, we aim to continue improving the method and hope to illustrate the benefits that both industry and government can realize from this tool.

While the application of our methodology offers improvements to the harvest planning process, it simultaneously provides a more effective way to mitigate significant visual impacts. The cumulative effect of better design, informed through our methodology, affords an opportunity to improve the overall scenic beauty of places we live in and travel to. The net effect may be more frequent exposure to natural scenic beauty which can help to reduce stress (Ulrich 1986, Ulrich et al. 1991) and consequently improve quality of life.
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